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We confront the indications of lepton ﬂavor universality (LFU) violation observed in semi-tauonic B
meson decays with new physics (NP) searches using high pT tau leptons at the LHC. Using effective ﬁeld 
theory arguments we correlate possible non-standard contributions to semi-tauonic charged currents 
with the τ+τ− signature at high energy hadron colliders. Several representative standard model 
extensions put forward to explain the anomaly are examined in detail: (i) weak triplet of color-neutral 
vector resonances, (ii) second Higgs doublet and (iii) scalar or (iv) vector leptoquark. We ﬁnd that, in 
general, τ+τ− searches pose a serious challenge to NP explanations of the LFU anomaly. Recasting 
existing 8 TeV and 13 TeV LHC analyses, stringent limits are set on all considered simpliﬁed models. 
Future projections of the τ+τ− constraints as well as caveats in interpreting them within more elaborate 
models are also discussed.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.1. Introduction
Lepton ﬂavor universality (LFU) of weak interactions is one of 
the key predictions of the standard model (SM). Experimentally it 
has been probed at the percent level precision both directly in W 
decays at LEP [1], but also indirectly via precision measurements of 
pion, kaon, D meson and tau lepton decays (see for example [2–5]). 
Over the past several years, there has been accumulating evidence 
for departures from LFU in (semi)tauonic decays of B mesons. In 
particular, Babar [6,7], Belle [8,9] and LHCb [10] have all reported 
measurements of LFU ratios
R(D(∗)) ≡ (B → D
(∗)τν)
(B → D(∗)ν) , (1)
where  = e, μ, systematically larger than the corresponding very 
precise SM predictions [11–14]. A recent HFAG average of all cur-
rent measurements [2]
R(D∗) = (1.25± 0.07) × R(D∗)SM , (2a)
R(D) = (1.32± 0.16) × R(D)SM , (2b)
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SCOAP3.puts the combined signiﬁcance of these excesses at the 4.0 σ
level (assuming R(D) = R(D∗) the signiﬁcance exceeds 4.4 σ ). 
Both R(D(∗)) exhibit deviations of the same order and a good ﬁt 
to current data prefers an approximately universal enhancement 
of ∼ 30% in both observables over their SM values. This rela-
tively large effect in charged current mediated weak processes calls 
for new physics (NP) contributions in b → cτν transitions [15]. 
At the tree level, the possibilities are reduced to the exchange 
of a charged scalar (H+) [16–18] or vector (W ′) [19,20] bosons, 
or alternatively colored states carrying baryon and lepton num-
bers (leptoquarks) [21–24]. Importantly, all possibilities imply new 
charged (and possibly colored) states with masses at or below 
the TeV and with signiﬁcant couplings to the third generation SM 
fermions, making them potential targets for direct searches at the 
LHC. The aim of the present work is to elucidate and quantify the 
current and future sensitivity of the LHC high-pT experiments (AT-
LAS and CMS) to such NP. In particular we will show that quite 
generally NP relevant to the R(D(∗)) anomalies can be eﬃciently 
probed using high-pT tau pair production at the LHC.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2
we employ effective ﬁeld theory (EFT) arguments to correlate NP 
contributions to R(D(∗)) with high-pT signatures involving tau 
leptons. We then examine explicit single mediator extensions of 
the SM which can be matched onto the EFT addressing the LFU  under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
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τ+τ− searches by ATLAS and CMS are presented in Sec. 4. Future 
experimental prospects as well as possible directions for model 
building in order to alleviate τ+τ− constraints are discussed in 
Sec. 5.
2. Effective ﬁeld theory
At suﬃciently low energies, the exchange of new massive parti-
cles induces effects which can be fully captured by the appearance 
of local higher dimensional operators within an effective ﬁeld the-
ory description where the SM contains all the relevant degrees 
of freedom. The leading contributions appear at operator dimen-
sion six. While the effects in semileptonic B decays can without 
loss of generality be described in terms of effective operators re-
specting the QCD and QED gauge symmetries relevant below the 
electroweak breaking scale vEW  246 GeV, this is certainly not 
suitable for processes occurring at LHC energies. To fully explore 
the possible high-pT signatures associated with effects in R(D(∗)), 
a set of semileptonic dimension six operators invariant under the 
full SM gauge symmetry is required. In the following we adopt the 
following complete basis [25,26]
Leff ⊃ ci jklQ Q LL(Q¯ iγμσ aQ j)(L¯kγ μσaLl)
+ ci jklQ uLe(Q¯ iu jR)iσ 2(L¯klR) + ci jkldQ Le(d¯iR Q j)(L¯klR)
+ ci jklQ uLe′(Q¯ σμνu jR)iσ 2(L¯σμνlR) + h.c. , (3)
where Q i = (V ∗jiu jL, diL)T and Li = (U∗jiν j, iL)T are the SM quark 
and lepton weak doublets in a basis which coincides with the 
mass-ordered mass-eigenbasis of down-like quarks (di ) and charged 
leptons (i), V (U ) is the CKM (PMNS) ﬂavor mixing matrix 
and σ a are the Pauli matrices acting on SU (2)L indices (sup-
pressed). Note that we have omitted a ﬁfth possible operator 
(d¯iRσμν Q j)(L¯kσ
μνlR), which can be shown to be redundant.
First observation that can be made at this point is that in addi-
tion to charged current (ui → d jkνl) transitions, all operators pre-
dict the appearance of neutral quark and lepton currents (ui u¯ j →
k¯l and/or did¯ j → k¯l). We note however that this would no 
longer be true in presence of additional light neutral fermions (νR ) 
which could mimic the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos 
in B → D(∗)τν decays. Additional operators can namely be con-
structed by the simultaneous substitution R ↔ νR and uR ↔ dR
in Eq. (3), plus the operator (d¯iRγμu
j
R)(ν¯Rγ
μkR) which can affect 
R(D(∗)) [15] but do not contribute to neutral currents involving 
charged leptons. In the EFT approach such contributions thus seem 
to be transparent to the tauonic high-pT probes discussed in the 
following. Consequently we do not include operators involving νR
in our EFT discussion. In Sec. 3 however, we use an explicit dy-
namical model to show that speciﬁc UV solutions of the R(D(∗))
puzzle involving νR can still be susceptible to our constraints.
To proceed further, we need to specify the ﬂavor structure of 
the operators. We work with a particular choice of ﬂavor alignment 
(consistent with an U (2) ﬂavor symmetry acting on the ﬁrst two 
generations of SM fermions), namely ci jklQ Q LL  cQ Q LLδi3δ j3δk3δl3, 
ci jkldQ Le  cdQ Leδi3δ j3δk3δl3, which is motivated by (1) the require-
ment that the dominant effects appear in charged currents cou-
pling to b-quarks and tau-leptons, and (2) stringent constraints on 
ﬂavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) (see Refs. [15,19,26] for 
more detailed discussion on this point). Small deviations from this 
limit, consistent with existing ﬂavor constraints, would however 
not affect our conclusions. A common and crucial consequence of 
these ﬂavor structures is that b → c quark currents always carry 
additional ﬂavor suppression of the order ∼ |Vcb|  0.04 compared to the dominant b → t (charged current) and b → b, t → t (neutral 
current) transitions.
The ﬂavor structure of cQ uLe and cQ uLe′ requires a separate dis-
cussion. In the down-quark mass basis used in Eq. (3), the simplest 
choice ensuring dominant effects appear in b → cτν would be 
ci jkl
Q uLe(′)  cQ uLe(′) δi3δ j2δk3δl3. However this ﬂavor structure leads to 
potentially dangerous c → u FCNCs, suppressed only by order of 
∼ |Vub|  0.004 compared to the leading charged current effects. 
A safer choice with respect to ﬂavor constraints would be to im-
pose ﬂavor alignment in the mass basis of up-like quarks. In both 
cases the dominant induced neutral current is in the t → c sec-
tor, while c → c is suppressed or completely absent. However, it 
has been shown previously [26], that non-zero cQ uLe alone can-
not accommodate both R(D(∗)) and be consistent with the mea-
surements of the corresponding decay spectra. While cQ uLe′ can 
provide a good ﬁt in the EFT [27], it cannot be matched alone 
onto single-mediator models in the UV. In the next section we 
provide the matching relations for suitable combinations of EFT 
operators within explicit NP models. It turns out that models ad-
dressing R(D(∗)) through cQ uLe(′) contributions generically induce 
additional operators at low energies which do lead to sizeable 
b → b and/or c → c neutral current transitions.
We are now in a position to identify the relevant LHC sig-
natures at high pT . The main focus of this work is on τ+τ−
production from heavy ﬂavor annihilation in the colliding protons 
(bb¯ → τ+τ− and cc¯ → τ+τ−). Even though it is suppressed by 
small heavy quark PDFs, this signature has been demonstrated pre-
viously to be extremely constraining for a particular explicit NP 
model addressing the R(D(∗)) anomaly [19], owing in particular 
to the ∼ 1/|Vcb| enhancement of the relevant bb¯ → τ+τ− neutral 
current process over the charged b → cτν transition, as dictated by 
ﬂavor constraints. As discussed above, in the EW preserving limit 
and in absence of cancellations (to be discussed later) a similar 
conclusion can be reached individually for terms in Eq. (3) propor-
tional to cQ Q LL and cdQ Le but not the ones proportional to cQ uLe
and cQ uLe′ . Obviously, no such ﬂavor enhancement is there for the 
related charged current mediated process of τ+ν production from 
b¯c annihilation. The resulting constraints thus turn out not to be 
competitive. All other signatures involve at least three particles in 
the ﬁnal state of the high energy collision and are thus expected 
to be phase-space suppressed.1 As we demonstrate in the next sec-
tion using explicit models, these conclusions hold generally even in 
presence of on-shell production of heavy NP mediators. A notable 
exception are top quark decays, which do present an orthogo-
nal sensitive high-pT probe, relevant especially for light mediator 
masses below the top quark mass.2 In the following we thus re-
strict our analysis to mediator masses above ∼ 200 GeV.
3. Models
The different chiral structures being probed by R(D(∗)) single 
out a handful of simpliﬁed single mediator models [26]. In the fol-
lowing we consider the representative cases, where we extend the 
SM by a single ﬁeld transforming non-trivially under the SM gauge 
group.
First categorization of single mediators is by color. While col-
orless intermediate states can only contribute to b → cτν tran-
sitions in the s ≡ (pb − pc)2-channel, colored ones can be ex-
changed in the t ≡ (pb − pτ )2- or u ≡ (pb − pν)2-channels. The 
1 Exceptions arise in case of on-shell QCD or EW pair production of new parti-
cles, which is not captured by the EFT in Eq. (3) and which we discuss on explicit 
simpliﬁed model examples in Sec. 3.
2 J.F. Kamenik, A. Katz, D. Stolarski, in preparation.
128 D.A. Faroughy et al. / Physics Letters B 764 (2017) 126–134Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of s-channel (left-hand side) and t-channel 
(right-hand side) resonance exchange (drawn in blue double see-saw lines) con-
tributions to bb¯ → τ+τ− process. (For interpretation of the references to color in 
this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Table 1
A set of simpliﬁed models generating b → cτν transition at tree 
level, classiﬁed according to the mediator spin and color.
Color singlet Color triplet
Scalar 2HDM Scalar LQ
Vector W ′ Vector LQ
colorless ﬁelds thus need to appear in non-trivial SU (2)L mul-
tiplets (doublets or triplets) where the charged state mediating 
semileptonic charged currents is accompanied by one or more neu-
tral states mediating neutral currents. Such models thus predict 
sˆ ≡ (pτ+ + pτ− )2-channel resonances in τ+τ− production (see the 
left-hand side diagram in Fig. 1). In addition to the relevant heavy 
quark and tau-lepton couplings, searches based on the on-shell 
production of these resonances depend crucially on the assumed 
width of the resonance, as we demonstrate below in Sec. 4. Alter-
natively, colored mediators (leptoquarks) can be SU (2)L singlets, 
doublets or triplets, carrying baryon and lepton numbers. Con-
sequently they will again mediate τ+τ− production, this time 
through tˆ ≡ (pb − pτ− )2- or uˆ ≡ (pb − pτ+ )2-channel exchange (see 
the right-hand side diagram in Fig. 1). In this case a resonant en-
hancement of the high-pT signal is absent, however, the searches 
do not (crucially) depend on the assumed width (or equivalently 
possible other decay channels) of the mediators. In the following 
we examine the representative models for both cases summarized 
in Table 1.
3.1. Vector triplet
A color-neutral real SU(2)L triplet of massive vectors W ′ a ∼
W ′±, Z ′ can be coupled to the SM fermions via
LW ′ = −14W
′aμνW ′aμν +
M2W ′
2
W ′aμW ′aμ + W ′aμ J aμW ′ ,
J aμW ′ ≡ λqi j Q¯ iγ μσ aQ j + λi j L¯iγ μσ aL j . (4)
Since the largest effects should involve B-mesons and tau lep-
tons we assume λq()i j  gb(τ )δi3δ j3, consistent with an U (2) ﬂavor 
symmetry [19]. Departures from this limit in the quark sector are 
constrained by low energy ﬂavor data, including meson mixing, 
rare B decays, LFU and LFV in τ decays and neutrino physics, a 
detail analysis of which has been performed in Ref. [19].3 The 
main implication is that the LHC phenomenology of heavy vec-
tors is predominantly determined by their couplings to the third 
generation fermions (gb and gτ ). The main constraint on gb
comes from its contribution to CP violation in D0 mixing yield-
ing gb/MW ′ < 2.2 TeV
−1 [29]. On the other hand lepton ﬂavor 
3 Also, Ref. [28] considers leading RGE effects to correlate large NP contributions 
in cQ Q LL with observable LFU violations and FCNCs in the charged lepton sector. 
The resulting bounds can be (partially) relaxed in this model via direct tree level 
W ′ contributions to the purely leptonic observables.Fig. 2. Electroweak precision constraints on the masses of the scalars in the 2HDM, 
in the CP conserving and alignment (inert) limit. Allowed regions are shaded in 
orange, green and blue for reference charged scalar masses of MH+ = 100 GeV, 
200 GeV and 300 GeV, respectively (in sequence from bottom-left to top-right). For 
a given value of MH+ values of MA,H outside of the corresponding shaded region 
are excluded at the 3σ level. (For interpretation of the references to color in this 
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
mixing effects induced by ﬁnite neutrino masses can be neglected 
and thus a single lepton ﬂavor combination written above suﬃces 
without loss of generality.
In addition, electroweak precision data require W ′ and Z ′ com-
ponents of W ′a to be degenerate up to O(%) [30], with two impor-
tant implications: (1) it allows to correlate NP in charged currents 
at low energies and neutral resonance searches at high-pT ; (2) the 
robust LEP bounds on pair production of charged bosons decaying 
to τν ﬁnal states [31] can be used to constrain the Z ′ mass from 
below MZ ′  MW ′  100 GeV. Finally, W ′ a coupling to the Higgs 
current (W ′aH†σ a
↔
Dμ H) needs to be suppressed [19], and thus ir-
relevant for the phenomenological discussions at LHC.
Integrating out heavy W ′ a at tree level, generates the four-
fermion operator,
LeffW ′ = −
1
2M2W ′
J aμW ′ J
aμ
W ′ , (5)
and after expanding SU (2)L indices,
LeffW ′ ⊃ −
λ
q
i jλ

kl
M2W ′
(Q¯ iγμσ
aQ j)(L¯kγ
μσ aLl)
⊃ − gb gτ
M2W ′
(
2Vcbc¯Lγ
μbL τ¯LγμνL + b¯Lγ μbL τ¯LγμτL
)
. (6)
The resolution of the R(D(∗)) anomaly requires cQ Q LL ≡ −gb gτ /
M2W ′  −(2.1 ±0.5) TeV−2, leading at the same time to potentially 
large b b¯ → Z ′ → τ+τ− signal at the LHC.
Production and decay phenomenology of W ′ and Z ′ at the LHC 
have already been discussed in Refs. [19,32], showing that the 
R(D∗) anomaly cannot be addressed consistently in presence of 
a narrow Z ′ decaying to τ+τ− . Here we signiﬁcantly extend these 
previous works by recasting existing LHC ττ searches including 
possible large resonance width effects in order to properly extract 
the LHC limits on this model (see Section 4.2.2 for results).
3.2. Scalar doublet
Color-neutral SU (2) doublet of massive scalars with hyper-
charge Y = 1/2, H ′ ∼ (H+, (H0 + i A0)/√2) has the renormalizable 
Lagrangian of the form
LH ′ = |DμH ′|2 − M2H ′ |H ′|2 − λH ′ |H ′|4 − δV (H ′, H)
− Yb Q¯ 3H ′bR − Yc Q¯ 3 H˜ ′cR − Yτ L¯3H ′τR + h.c. , (7)
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in the scalar potential which lead to splitting of A, H0, H+ masses 
and to mixing of H0 with the SM Higgs boson (h) away from the 
alignment (inert) limit. We discuss the relevance of these effects 
below. Additional couplings to fermions, not required by B decay 
data, are severely constrained by neutral meson oscillations and/or 
LFU measurements in the π, K , Dq meson and τ lepton decays, 
and we do not consider them any further.
The H ′ model can account for both R(D(∗)) and the observed 
decay spectra [26] through simultaneous non-vanishing contri-
butions to cdQ Le = YbY ∗τ /M2H+  (50± 14) TeV−2 and cQ uLe =
YcYτ /M2H+  (−1.6 ± 0.5) TeV−2 (renormalized at the b-quark 
mass scale μR  4.2 GeV) via the exchange of the charged H ′ com-
ponent (H+). The corresponding high-pT signatures at the LHC are 
on the other hand driven by bb¯ → (H0, A) → τ+τ− processes.
As in the vector triplet case, robust mass bounds can only be 
set on the charged states, in particular MH+  90 GeV as re-
quired by direct searches at LEP [31]. However, in a general two 
Higgs doublet model (2HDM), the masses of A, H0, H+ are inde-
pendent parameters and no common MH ′ scale can be deﬁned. 
Consequently, the mass scale suppressing charged currents enter-
ing R(D(∗)) (MH+ ) could be signiﬁcantly different from the masses 
of neutral scalars (H0, A) to be probed in the τ+τ− ﬁnal state at 
the LHC. However, the spectrum is also subject to electroweak pre-
cision constraints. In particular, the extra scalar states contribute 
to the gauge boson vacuum polarizations, parametrized by the 
Peskin–Takeuchi parameters S and T. Working in the CP conserving 
and alignment (inert) limits, we can employ the known results [33]
for the relevant 2HDM contributions. Comparing these to the re-
cent Gﬁtter ﬁt of electroweak precision data [34] we obtain the 
constraints shown in Fig. 2. We have checked that similar results 
are obtained even for moderate departures from the alignment (in-
ert) limit, as allowed by current Higgs precision measurements. We 
observe that both A, H0 cannot be simultaneously arbitrarily de-
coupled in mass from H+ . In particular, we ﬁnd that at least one 
neutral scalar has to lie within ∼ 100 GeV of the charged state. 
This level of uncertainty needs to be kept in mind when interpret-
ing the constraints on this model derived in Section 4.2.3.
3.3. Vector leptoquark
One can also extend the SM with a vector leptoquark weak 
singlet, Uμ ≡ (3, 1, 2/3),4 coupled to the left-handed quark and 
lepton currents [24,32,35,36],
LU = − 1
2
U †μνU
μν + M2UU †μUμ + ( JμU Uμ + h.c.) , (8)
JμU ≡ βi j Q¯ iγ μL j , (9)
where again we restrict our discussion to βi j  gU δ3iδ3 j , consistent 
with a U (2) ﬂavor symmetry [24]. Low energy ﬂavor phenomenol-
ogy of such models has been discussed in Refs. [24,32], implying 
that the third generation fermion couplings dominate the phe-
nomenological discussion also at the LHC.
Unlike in the case of colorless mediators, QCD induced lepto-
quark pair production can lead to a large signal rate at the LHC, 
thus yielding robust constraints on the leptoquark mass MU . In 
the exact U (2) ﬂavor limit, B(U → tν) = B(U → bτ ) = 0.5. Re-
visiting the ATLAS search [37] for QCD pair-produced third gen-
eration scalar leptoquark in the tt¯νν¯ channel, Ref. [24], excludes 
MU < 770 GeV. For large βi j , limits from leptoquark pair pro-
duction are even more stringent due to extra contributions from 
diagrams with leptons in the t-channel [38].
4 Similar conclusions also apply for an SU (2)L triplet model.Integrating out the heavy Uμ ﬁeld at the tree level, the follow-
ing effective dimension six interaction is generated
LeffU = −
1
M2U
Jμ†U J
μ
U . (10)
Using Fierz identities to match the above expression onto the op-
erator basis in Eq. (3), one ﬁnds
LeffU = −
βilβ
†
kj
2M2U
[(Q¯ iγμσ aQ j)(L¯kγ μσaLl) + (Q¯ iγμQ j)(L¯kγ μLl)] ,
(11)
which ﬁnally leads to
LeffU ⊃ −
|gU |2
M2U
[
Vcb(c¯Lγ
μbL)(τ¯LγμνL) + (b¯Lγ μbL)(τ¯LγμτL)
]
.
(12)
The ﬁt to R(D(∗)) anomaly requires |gU |2/M2U ≡ 2|cQ Q LL | 
(4.3 ± 1.0) TeV−2. As a consequence, sizeable b b¯ → τ+τ− sig-
nal at LHC is induced via t-channel vector LQ exchange. A recast 
of existing τ+τ− searches in this model is presented in the Sec-
tion 4.2.4.
3.4. Scalar leptoquark
Finally, we analyze a model recently proposed in Ref. [39], in 
which the SM is supplemented by a scalar leptoquark weak dou-
blet,  ≡ (3, 2, 1/6) and a fermionic SM singlet (νR ),5 with the 
following Yukawa interactions,
L ⊃ Y ijL d¯i(iσ2∗)†L j + Y iνR Q¯ iνR + h.c. . (13)
The mass of the fermionic singlet is assumed to be below the ex-
perimental resolution of the semi-tauonic B decay measurements, 
such that the excess of events is explained via the LQ medi-
ated contribution with νR in the ﬁnal state. Following Ref. [39], 
the R(D(∗)) anomaly can be accommodated provided the model 
parameters (evaluated at mass scale of the leptoquark μR ∼
0.5–1 TeV) take values respecting(
Y bνR Y
bτ∗
L
g2w
)(
MW
M
)2
= 1.2± 0.3, (14)
(see Fig. [1] in [39]) where gw  0.65 and MW  80 GeV are the 
SM weak gauge coupling and W boson mass, respectively. Consid-
ering an exhaustive set of ﬂavor constraints, Ref. [39] ﬁnds that 
Y sτL , Y
sμ
L and Y
sν
R are in general constrained to be small, and we 
therefore do not consider them in our subsequent analysis.
The (2/3) component decays dominantly to bτ and tν , while 
(1/3) decays to the bν ﬁnal state. As in the vector leptoquark case, 
QCD pair production can again be used to obtain constraints on the 
leptoquark mass M . In particular, ATLAS [37] excludes at 95% CL 
pair-produced third-generation scalar leptoquarks decaying exclu-
sively to bb¯νν¯ for M < 625 GeV and tt¯νν¯ for M < 640 GeV, re-
spectively. In addition, CMS [40] excludes at 95% CL M < 900 GeV
scalar leptoquarks decaying exclusively to τ leptons and b quarks. 
Consequently, relatively large couplings are required in order to 
accommodate the R(D(∗)) anomaly. For example, M = 650 GeV, 
implies |Y bνR Y bτL | = 34 ±9. Imposing a (conservative) perturbativity 
5 The case of several νR is a trivial generalization which does not affect our main 
results.
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to |Y ijL,R |  7.1.
In this model the R(D(∗)) resolution involves a light νR and 
thus cannot be matched onto the SM EFT in Eq. (3). Nonetheless, 
sizable bb¯ → ττ production at LHC is generated via t-channel 
exchange, and can effectively constrain |Y bτL | (see Section 4.2.4). A 
restrictive enough bound in conjunction with Eq. (14) can in turn 
drive the Y bνR coupling into the non-perturbative regime.
4. Sensitivity of existing LHC searches
In the following, we perform a recast of several experimental 
searches employing the τ+ τ− signature at the LHC, to set lim-
its on the EFT operators introduced in Eq. (3) as well as on the 
corresponding simpliﬁed models described in the previous section 
as possible UV completions beyond the EFT. These constraints are 
compared to the preferred regions of parameter space accommo-
dating the R(D(∗)) anomalies.
4.1. Recast of ττ resonance searches
ATLAS (8 TeV, 19.5 fb−1). The ATLAS collaboration has performed a 
search for narrow resonances decaying to the τ−τ+ ﬁnal state at 
8 TeV pp collisions with 19.5–20.3 fb−1 of data [41]. The details of 
the analysis and our recast methods are described in the Appendix. 
We rely on the oﬃcial statistical analysis performed by the ATLAS 
collaboration. In particular, the observed 95% CL upper limits on 
the allowed signal yields in the ﬁnal selection bins are obtained 
by rescaling the observed 95% CL upper limits on the production 
cross-section for the Sequential SM (SSM) as reported in Fig. 8 
of [41]. The rescaling factors are the signal event yields reported 
in Table 4 of [41] divided by the predicted cross-section in SSM 
from Fig. 8 of [41]. In particular, for the ﬁnal selection bins deﬁned 
with mtotT > 400, 500, 600, 750 and 850 GeV, the excluded number 
of signal events at 95% CL are Nevs > 21, 11, 5.3, 3.3 and 3.4, re-
spectively. Here the total transverse mass mtotT of the visible part 
of τhadτhad is deﬁned by
mtotT ≡
√
m2T (τ1, τ2) +m2T (/ET , τ1) +m2T (/ET , τ2) , (15)
where mT (A, B) = √pT (A)pT (B)[1− cosφ(A, B)] is the trans-
verse mass between objects A and B , and /ET is the total missing 
transverse energy reconstructed in the event. As discussed in the 
Appendix, we perform (for each model) a Monte Carlo simulation 
of the mtotT distribution at the reconstruction level in order to ﬁnd 
the expected number of signal events in these bins. The point in 
the parameter space of a model is excluded if any of the above 
limits are exceeded.
ATLAS (13 TeV, 3.2 fb−1). The ATLAS collaboration has also per-
formed a search for ττ resonances at 13 TeV using 3.2 fb−1 of 
data [42]. We recast [42] by reproducing correctly the SM back-
grounds, and injecting our signal (see Appendix for details). After 
performing the statistical analysis using the CLs method [43] on 
the mtotT distribution (Fig. 4(f) of Ref. [42]), we ﬁnd that for the ﬁ-
nal selection bin deﬁned via mtotT > 150, 186, 231, 287, 357, 444, 
551 and 684 GeV, the excluded number of signal events at 95% 
CL are Nevs > 200, 190, 120, 50, 20, 9.2, 6.2 and 3.7, respectively.6
Again, the point in a model’s parameter space is excluded if the 
predicted number of events exceeds the limit in any of the bins.
6 Here we conservatively assume ∼ 10% systematical uncertainty in the ﬁrst four 
bins of Fig. 4(f) of Ref. [42].ATLAS (13 TeV, 13.2 fb−1). The ATLAS collaboration has recently 
released results on a search for the MSSM process A0/H0 → ττ
using 13.2–13.3 fb−1 of collected data from pp-collisions at 13 TeV 
center-of-mass energy [44]. We recast the search in the fully in-
clusive category described in the Appendix. We take advantage of 
the higher luminosity of this search and use it to probe models 
with ττ resonances in the lower mass region 200–700 GeV which 
typically suffer from low sensitivity. For this, we perform for each 
model a proﬁle likelihood ﬁt to a binned histogram distribution of 
mtotT with seven bins bounded bellow by 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 
400, 450 GeV, respectively. To be as conservative as possible, we 
assume systematic uncertainties among bins reported in Figs. 4(d)
and 4(e) of [44] to be uncorrelated and add them linearly to ob-
tain the inclusive ones. Limits on the parameter space of a model 
are given at 95% CL.
4.2. Results
We implemented the EFT operators as well as all the simpliﬁed 
models into Feynrules 2 [45] and generated pp(bb¯) → τ+τ−
events using Madgraph 5 [46] at LO in QCD. The production 
cross-sections were then rescaled to the most precise known val-
ues in the literature (when available) for each speciﬁc case as de-
scribed in detail below. The generated events were ﬁnally passed 
through the same simulation pipeline as described above and in 
the Appendix.
4.2.1. EFT exclusion limits
First, we demonstrate the LHC τ+τ− search sensitivity within 
the EFT by switching on individual operators in Eq. (3). The re-
spective production cross-sections are only known at LO in QCD 
and were computed using the NNPDF2.3 [47] PDF set at NLO in 
the 5-ﬂavor scheme. Comparing the predicted number of events 
after the ﬁnal selection with the exclusions, we ﬁnd at 95% CL
|cQ Q LL | < 2.8 (2.6) TeV−2 recast [41] ([42]), (16a)
|cdQ Le| < 2.1 (1.9) TeV−2 recast [41] ([42]), (16b)
while, as anticipated in Sec. 2, no relevant bounds can be obtained 
on c
Q uLe(′) . For the scalar operator, which has a non-vanishing 
anomalous dimension and runs under the QCD RG evolution, we 
assume the representative renormalization scale to be within the 
highest mtotT bin, which dominates the experimental constraints – 
μR  700 GeV. Due to the very slow running of αs above the top 
mass threshold, the associated ambiguity is expected to be small. 
On the other hand, these constraints should be taken with caution, 
since the LHC explores high pT momentum transfers where the 
EFT validity might break down. In the following, we thus rather 
derive more robust constraints on all explicit model examples in-
troduced in Sec. 3.
4.2.2. Vector triplet exclusion limits
We start the discussion with a comment on the signiﬁcance 
of the next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD corrections to bb¯ in-
duced Z ′ production. In Fig. 3 we plot the Z ′ production cross-
section at the 13 TeV LHC induced by gb = 1 as computed at 
the LO and NLO in QCD using aMC@NLO [46], and shown in or-
ange and green, respectively. We ﬁxed the renormalization and 
factorization scales at mZ ′ and used the NNPDF3.0 [48] set for 
PDFs in the NLO 5-ﬂavor scheme. The perturbative (dotted con-
tours), PDF (dashed contours) and total (shaded regions) uncer-
tainties are also shown. The ﬁrst are obtained independently 
varying factorization and renormalization scales within μF , μR ∈
[0.5, 2]M , the second are given by the 68% CL ranges when aver-
D.A. Faroughy et al. / Physics Letters B 764 (2017) 126–134 131Fig. 3. Cross-sections for single on-shell Z ′ production via bottom–bottom fusion at 
the 13 TeV LHC. The predictions obtained in the 5-ﬂavor scheme at LO and NLO in 
QCD are shown in green and red shaded bands, respectively. See text for details. 
(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure, the reader is referred to 
the web version of this article.)
aging over the PDF set. The total uncertainty is obtained by adding 
the perturbative and pdf uncertainties in quadrature. We observe 
that at low Z ′ masses, perturbative uncertainty dominates, while 
above ∼ 1 TeV (0.5 TeV), the pdf uncertainty takes over at LO 
(NLO). Our numerical results and ﬁndings are consistent with 
those that have recently appeared in the literature for speciﬁc Z ′
masses and SM-like couplings [49]. Similar results are found for 
8 TeV pp collisions. In setting bounds, we therefore rescale the 
LO simulation results to NLO production cross-section by apply-
ing the corresponding K -factor shown in Fig. 3 (bottom) at the 
lower factorization, renormalization and 68% CL PDF uncertainty 
ranges.
The resulting 95% CL upper limits on the |gb gτ | × v2/M2Z ′ for a 
given Z ′ mass and total decay width, after recasting ATLAS 8 TeV 
[41] (upper plot), 13 TeV with 3.2 fb−1 [42] (middle plot) and 
13 TeV with 13.2 fb−1 [44] (lower plot) τ+τ− searches, respec-
tively, are shown in Fig. 4 and marked with red isolines. Note 
that this way of presenting results is independent of the assump-
tion on the existence of extra Z ′ decay channels. The white region 
with gray border is not constrained since the assumed total width 
there is smaller than the minimum possible sum of the partial 
widths to bb¯ and τ+τ− computed at the current experimental up-
per bound on |gb gτ |/M2Z ′ . These exclusions are to be compared 
with the preferred value from the ﬁt to the R(D(∗)) anomaly, 
|gb gτ | × v2/M2Z ′ = (0.13 ± 0.03), indicated in green (1σ ) and yel-
low (2σ ) shaded regions in the plot.
To conclude, for relatively heavy vectors MW ′  500 GeV within 
the vector triplet model, the resolution of the R(D(∗)) anomaly and 
consistency with existing τ+τ− resonance searches at the LHC re-
quire a very large Z ′ total decay width. Perturbative calculations 
arguably fail in this regime. In other words, within the weakly 
coupled regime of this setup the resolution of the R(D(∗)) anoma-
lies cannot be reconciled with existing LHC τ+τ− searches. On the 
other hand, interestingly, a light Z ′ resonance with MZ ′  400 GeV, 
a relatively small width and couplings compatible with the W ′
resolution of the R(D(∗)) anomaly is not excluded by our τ+τ−
search recast. Note, however, that our analysis is by no means op-
timized as we are forced to use a certain ﬁxed number of bins 
and their sizes and cannot leverage the full control of experimen-
tal systematics.
4.2.3. 2HDM exclusion limits
The cross-sections for A, H0 production from bb¯ annihilation 
can be estimated at NNLO in QCD using the Higgs cross-section Fig. 4. Recast of ATLAS τ+τ− searches at 8 TeV [41] (upper plot) 13 TeV with 
3.2 fb−1 [42] (middle plot) and 13 TeV with 13.2 fb−1 [44] (lower plot) as exclusion 
limits on the bb¯ induced spin-1 τ+τ− resonance (bb¯ → Z ′ → ττ ). Isolines shown 
in red represent upper limits on the combination |gb gτ | × v2/M2Z ′ as a function 
of the Z ′ mass and total width. The R(D(∗)) preferred regions |gb gτ | × v2/M2Z ′ =
(0.13 ± 0.03) at 68% and 95% CL are shaded in green and yellow, respectively. (For 
interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure, the reader is referred to the 
web version of this article.)
WG results [50]. While the results are directly applicable for the 
CP even state H0, we expect them to hold as a good approximation 
also for a heavy CP-odd A0 due to the restoration of chiral symme-
try when mb/mH ′  1. We have checked explicitly that differences 
between scalar and pseudoscalar production are negligible up to 
NLO [51] for the interesting mass region mA0,H0  200 GeV. In set-
ting bounds, we therefore rescale the LO simulation results to the 
Higgs cross-section WG production cross-sections [50] taken at the 
lower factorization, renormalization and 68% CL PDF uncertainty 
ranges.
Conservatively considering only a single neutral scalar reso-
nance contribution (denoted by H ′ meaning either A0 or H0), 
we show the resulting 95% CL upper limits on the |YbYτ | × v2/M2H ′
(evaluated at the b-quark mass scale μR  4.3 GeV) after re-
casting the ATLAS 13 TeV [42] τ+τ− search in Fig. 5. We ob-
serve that even after accounting for the possible O(100 GeV)
132 D.A. Faroughy et al. / Physics Letters B 764 (2017) 126–134Fig. 5. ATLAS (13 TeV, 3.2 fb−1) ττ search [42] exclusion limits on bb¯ → H0 →
ττ resonances. The preferred value from the ﬁt to the R(D(∗)) anomaly is YbY ∗τ ×
v2/M2H+ = (2.9 ± 0.8).
mass splitting between the charged and the lightest neutral 
state within the scalar H ′ doublet, the R(D(∗)) preferred value 
YbY ∗τ × v2/M2H+ = (2.9 ± 0.8) cannot be reconciled with exist-
ing τ+τ− resonance searches at the LHC in the mA,H0  200 GeV
region.7
4.2.4. Scalar and vector LQ exclusion limits
The τ+τ− production through t-channel leptoquark exchange 
is only known at LO in QCD and we simulate it using the 
NNPDF2.3 [47] PDF set at NLO in the 5-ﬂavor scheme. The ex-
clusion limits for the vector leptoquark model from the recast of 
8 TeV [41] and 13 TeV [42] searches are shown in Fig. 6 (top) in 
red and black shades, respectively. On the other hand, the pre-
ferred region at 68% CL from R(D(∗)) anomaly is shown in green. 
In addition, projected exclusion limits at 13 TeV, with 300 fb−1
(assuming the present 13 TeV limits on the cross-section to scale 
with the square root of the luminosity ratio) are shown in gray. 
In this model, the R(D(∗)) anomaly explanation is already in some 
tension with existing τ+τ− searches, and future LHC Run-II data 
should resolve the issue conclusively.
On the other hand, exclusion limits for the scalar leptoquark 
model are shown in Fig. 6 (bottom). Although bounds can only 
be set on one of the two relevant couplings (Y bτL ), we note that 
in order to keep Y bτR Y
bτ
L large enough to fully accommodate the 
R(D(∗)) anomaly (see Eq. (14)), Y bτR is pushed to non-perturbative 
values.
7 In case of H ′ = H0 (with A0 decoupled), small departures from the 2HDM align-
ment limit (i.e. non-zero h − H0 mixing), consistent with existing experimental 
constraints, in particular on h → τ+τ−, bb¯ [52] (see e.g. [53]), can further mildly 
alleviate the bound due to somewhat reduced effective Yb,τ couplings of H0 com-
pared to those of H+ . The required order of magnitude reduction can however not 
be achieved.Fig. 6. (Upper plot) 8 TeV [41] (13 TeV [42]) ATLAS τ+τ− search exclusion limits are 
shown in red (black) and R(D(∗)) preferred region in green for the vector leptoquark 
model. Projected 13 TeV limits for 300 fb−1 are shown in gray. (Lower plot) the 
same search exclusion limits for the scalar leptoquark model. (For interpretation of 
the references to color in this ﬁgure, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.)
5. Conclusions and future prospects
In this work we have discussed possible new dynamics that 
could explain the recent hints of LFU violation in semi-tauonic B
decays, and, in particular, the physics case for associated high pT
searches at the LHC.
By employing effective ﬁeld theory methods we have argued 
that in presence of non-standard effects in semi-leptonic charged 
currents, one in general expects signals also in neutral currents 
involving charged leptons. Moreover, requiring (i) dominant cou-
plings to the third generation in order to explain the R(D(∗))
anomaly and (ii) protection from large FCNC in the down quark 
sector, neutral currents involving pure third generation fermions 
(bb → ττ ) are ∼ 1/Vcb enhanced with respect to bc → τν charged 
currents, leading to potentially large signals at the LHC.
Indeed, by performing a recast of existing τ+τ− resonance 
searches at the LHC, we set stringent limits on several repre-
sentative simpliﬁed models involving: a spin-1 colorless weak 
triplet (Sec. 4.2.2), a 2HDM (Sec. 4.2.3), a spin-0 or spin-1 lep-
toquark (Sec. 4.2.4). We ﬁnd that in light of existing constraints 
it is paramount to consider (relatively) wide and (or) light reso-
nances, and we encourage the experimental collaborations to per-
form and update their searches for τ+τ− resonances in a model 
independent way as illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. At the same time, 
searches for non-resonant deviations in (the tails of) distributions 
are equally relevant as shown in the leptoquark analyses (see 
Fig. 6).
Besides the fully hadronic tau channels (τhadτhad) recast in this 
paper, ATLAS and CMS have also performed searches for τ+τ− res-
onances in the (semi)leptonic channels (ττ(had)) [41,42,44]. For 
high-mass resonances, the τhadτhad searches perform better than 
D.A. Faroughy et al. / Physics Letters B 764 (2017) 126–134 133the ττ and ττhad channels because of an eﬃcient τhad-tagging 
and invariant mass reconstruction via mtotT . On the other hand, for 
low-mass resonances, where QCD backgrounds are overwhelming, 
the all-hadronic channel looses sensitivity making the (semi)lep-
tonic channels more promising. During Run-I both experimental 
collaborations have performed dedicated τ+τ− resonance searches 
for low-mass MSSM neutral scalars in the ττ and ττhad chan-
nels [54,55]. In order to achieve higher sensitivity in the pres-
ence of several ﬁnal state neutrinos, these searches make use of 
more involved invariant mass reconstruction techniques: the Miss-
ing Mass Calculator [56] used by ATLAS and the SVFIT mass esti-
mator [57] used by CMS. Being based on event-by-event likelihood 
estimation for the τ+τ− mass reconstruction, these type of analy-
ses are extremely challenging to recast and we encourage both ex-
perimental collaborations to perform dedicated 13 TeV searches for 
resonances bellow 400 GeV in the τ+τ− (semi)leptonic channels 
along our proposal and employing these advanced τ+τ− invariant 
mass reconstruction techniques.
Apart from the low mass region in the W ′ and vector lepto-
quark models, all considered models are in tension with exist-
ing τ+τ− LHC results. Near-future data is likely to cover all the 
remaining interesting parameter space for the vector leptoquark 
model. In the vector triplet model, electroweak pair production 
of light W ′ ’s decaying to τν could also provide competitive con-
straints at the LHC – a detailed study is left for future work.
Possibilities within more elaborate NP models to avoid the 
current stringent constraints include (i) splitting the neutral and 
charged states in the weak multiplet or (ii) providing additional 
negatively interfering contributions in τ+τ− production, both of 
which require a degree of ﬁne tuning.
On the other hand, we note that the leptoquark singlet model 
proposed in Ref. [23] (see also [58]) avoids existing LHC τ+τ−
constraints due to the absence (suppression) of bb¯ → τ+τ−
(cc¯ → τ+τ−) processes, respectively. Third generation leptoquark 
searches (in particular, from QCD pair production [59]) remain the 
best strategy in this case. Other possible signatures of single or as-
sociated leptoquark production in this model, e.g. monotops [60]
could be interesting targets for future studies.
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Appendix A
The exclusion limits presented in Sec. 4 are based on the 
reinterpretation of the results given by ATLAS in Refs. [41,42,44]. 
Speciﬁcally, we have performed a recast of an 8 TeV and 13 TeV 
inclusive search for a neutral Z ′ in the τhadτhad channel described 
in Refs. [41,42]. This recast sets exclusion limits on high-mass res-
onances in the range 0.5–2.5 TeV but is less sensitive to resonances 
with masses bellow 500 GeV. In order to cover the low-mass re-
gion we performed a recast of a recent 13 TeV MSSM neutral 
Higgs search with Lint = 13.2 fb−1 in the τhadτhad channel [44]. 
This last search is more sensitive to resonances in the mass range 
0.2–1.2 TeV because of better statistics due to higher luminosity.
For the collider simulations, we have implemented the EFT and 
the simpliﬁed models discussed in Sec. 3 with the Universal File Output (UFO) format generated by FeynRules 2 [45]. For each 
model we generated with Madgraph 5 [46] large samples of 
pp (bb¯) → τ+τ− events at LO. Both Pythia 6 [61] and Pythia 
8.210 [62] were used to decay the τ -leptons, simulate parton 
showering and include hadronization. Any effects due to spin cor-
relations for the τ -decays were neglected. The detector response 
was simulated with Delphes 3 [63] coupled with FastJet [64,
65] for jet clustering. The ATLAS Delphes card was modiﬁed to sat-
isfy the object reconstruction and identiﬁcation requirements used 
in each of the experimental searches, in particular the correspond-
ing τhad-tagging and b-tagging eﬃciencies were set accordingly.
Following the Z ′ search in Refs. [41,42], events were selected if 
they contained at least two identiﬁed τhad, one with pT > 150 GeV
[41] (pT > 110 GeV [42]) and the other with pT > 50 GeV [41]
(pT > 55 GeV [42]), no electrons with pT > 15 GeV, and no muons 
with pT > 10 GeV. Additionally, the visible part of the candidate 
τhadτhad pair had to be of opposite-sign (OS) and produced back-
to-back in the azimuthal plane with φ(τ1, τ2) > 2.7 rad. Finally, 
in order to reconstruct the mass of the τhadτhad pair, the selected 
events were binned into signal regions deﬁned by different thresh-
old values of the total transverse mass mtotT deﬁned in Eq. (15). For 
the recast of Ref. [41] we used the mtotT thresholds, observed data 
and expected background events from Table 4 in [41]. For the re-
cast of Ref. [42], the thresholds mtotT > 150, 186, 231, 287, 357, 444, 
551 and 684 GeV and other quantities were directly extracted from 
Fig. 4(f) in [42]. Our simulations and event selections were care-
fully validated by comparing our results with those obtained by 
ATLAS in [41,42] for both background and signal Drell–Yan sam-
ples pp → τhadτhad mediated by Z/γ ∗ in the SM and by Z ′ in the 
SSM.
The 13 TeV MSSM Higgs search [44] uses a set of selection and 
kinematic cuts similar to those employed in the Z ′ searches, with 
the additional requirement that events be categorized according to 
their b-jet content: events with no b-jets belong to the b-veto cat-
egory, while events with at least one b-tagged jet belongs to the 
b-tag category. Given that both categories are mutually orthogo-
nal and use compatible binning for the ﬁnal events, we decided 
to combine them into a fully inclusive category deﬁned by the 
tighter kinematic cuts and wider mtotT bins used in the b-tag cat-
egory of [44]. The speciﬁc selection requirements for the inclusive 
search recast are given by: at least one OS τhadτhad pair produced 
back-to-back in the azimuthal plane with φ(τ1, τ2) > 2.7 rad, a 
pT requirement for the leading τhad of pT > 110 GeV for the 2015 
data set (Lint = 3.2 fb−1) and pT > 140 GeV for the 2016 data 
set (Lint = 10 fb−1) and a pT requirement of pT > 65 GeV for the 
sub-leading τhad. Following the wider binning used for the b-tag 
category in Fig. 4(e) [44], ﬁnal events were binned into mtotT inter-
vals deﬁned by 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450 GeV respectively. 
The observed data and background events for each of these bins 
were extracted from Fig. 4(d) and Fig. 4(e) of [44] and combined 
accordingly. We also validated our simulations and event selections 
by reproducing several mtotT distributions in [44].
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